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>>> Clicca Qui <<<
9 Pots of Gold Slot. Let the luck of the Irish rub off on you as you try to find all 9 pots of gold. Paylines: 20.
Min/Max Bet: 20p/£60. About 9 Pots of Gold. Forget what you’ve heard about rainbows and leprechauns

- in 9 Pots of Gold Slot, there's more golden pots than you can shake a stick at. In this slot from
Gameburger Studios, the pot scatter symbol can always award you a rub of the green if enough show up
on the 5 reels. Land 3 or more anywhere and you’ll be in for an instant cash prize - get all 9 and you can

win £2,000 from just £1. Watch out for the Free Spins Wheel symbol - unlocking your pathway to free

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


games with up to 3x multipliers on all winnings; there's a good chance of Dublin your money! There’s
also the familiar wild symbol too, and a horde of other symbols related to the Emerald Isles. Focus on the

7 symbols in particular, as whether you mix-and-match or get 3, 4, or 5-of-a-kind, you could be in the
money. 9 Pots of Gold Mobile Slot. All of the slots from Games Global, including 9 Pots of Gold, are fully

compatible with all mobile devices including iOS and Android. Play top slots today with all features
present including the session timer, paytable, and spin button and enjoy in portrait or landscape mode

that you can swap between at any time. How to play 9 Pots of Gold. Choose your bet by clicking the plus
or minus icons Press the spin button and cross your fingers for golden pots 3 or more symbols on the

reels will trigger a win 3+ pots of gold will award an instant cash prize from the table Hit bonus symbols
and take a spin on the Free Spins wheel! How to Win 9 Pots of Gold. Matching 3 or more symbols along
the 20 potential paylines will trigger a win with payouts dependent on the matched symbols. The highest

paying symbol is the Toadstool Wild which awards up to £125 for matching 5 (based on a £1 bet).
Alternatively, landing 3 or more Pot symbols will activate the instant prize ladder with a max of 9 on the

same spin awarding the top prize of 2,000x your total bet. Pay table symbols. Based on a £1 spin.
Bar/Clover - 5: £1.00 Hat - 5: £2.00 Fiddle/Any ‘7s’ combo - 5: £3.25 7 - 5: £7.50 77 - 5: £20.00 777 - 5:
£37.50 Toadstool (Wild) - 5: £125.00 Pot (Scatter) - 9: £2,000.00. Bonus symbols. Pot (Scatter) symbol

- 3 or more awards cash prize Free Spins (Scatter) symbol - 3 awards spin of Free Spin Wheel Wild
symbol - substitutes any symbol apart from above symbols. Bonus features. Free Spins - Keep a watch
for the Free Spins symbol on reels 2, 3, and 4, and if you find 3 you’ll be in for a spin of the Free Spin
Wheel. The wheel has 10 wedges, each with a multiplier and a number of Free Spins. If you’re really
lucky, you could get 30 Free Spins with a multiplier of 3x! Epic Strike - During play, Pot symbols can

appear on the reels and correspond to the ladder of prizes at the side of the reels. At 3 Pots or more, a
prize is awarded up to a total of 2,000x your total bet for matching 9 on the same spin. FAQ. Does 9
Pots of Gold have free spins? Yes! 9 Pots of Gold awards free spins through matching 3 free spin

symbols on consecutive reels. Free spins can also be added by spinning the free spin wheel which is
activated by finding free spin symbols. Spinning the wheel can award up to 25 free spins. Does 9 Pots of
gold have a jackpot? 9 Pots of Gold does not contain a jackpot but contains plenty pots full of gold includ

a maximum win of 2000x your total stake bet. What is the 9 Pots of Gold volatility? The volatility for 9
Pots of Gold is Medium meaning that the chances of achieving a line win on any given spin is fair and the

potential payouts are equally rewarding. What is the 9 Pots of Gold RTP? The 9 Pots of Gold return to
player is 96.24% based on long periods of play. Essentially, for every 100.00 bet, the slot pays back
roughly 96.24 with variations for short periods of play. Can I play 9 Pots of Gold on mobile? 9 Pots of

Gold is fully compatible on mobile and playable now on the award-winning MrQ site. Sign up today and
play over 900 real money slots and casino games. 
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